
Introduction:  Daniel A. Low 
 
Intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) is now routinely used in clinics around the 
country, from single facilities that have teams of physicists to multiple facilities that share 
a single physicist.  The proliferation of commercial treatment planning software and 
IMRT-capable linear accelerators, along with economic incentives has been a driving 
force for this rapid adoption.  Because IMRT uses complex, computer-controlled 
delivery, some of the simplifying conditions that medical physicists take advantage of for 
redundant checks are broken.  This has necessitated the development of new quality 
assurance (QA) methods that evaluate the planned dose accuracy.  The techniques range 
from a simple point-dose calculation to multiple redundant dose distribution 
measurements.  This panel will discuss and debate the current thinking regarding the 
compromise between programmatic efficiency and QA thoroughness.   
 
 
Charles W. Kinsey: 
 
Patient specific QA is to verify the individual plan not to prove if IMRT is a viable 
treatment modality (i.e. prove the plan works not if IMRT works).  I feel the CPT 
definitions do dictate complete verification of every plan by point dose measurement of 
all treatment ports with either individual field fluence verification or total plan fluence 
verification.  Recurrent IMRT QA under this type of extensive patient QA is needed but 
can be more global in nature.  Currently we perform a very truncated part of the initial 
dynamic MLC acceptance test monthly.  More extensive testing is triggered by an 
increase in failure rate of the patient QA testing. 
 
Thomas J. LoSasso 

A well-defined QA program for accurate IMRT can take many forms. While 2D dose 
verification for each and every IMRT field is necessary for the initial implementation of 
IMRT, routine application of standard verification tools, i.e. ion chambers and film, 
would significantly tax the resources of medical physics in a busy clinic.  The potential 
use of a 2D detector array may provide a more efficient method, but is certainly not 
“cost-free”.  Another view is that an integration of periodic QA and computer verification 
can provide the same quality control assurance. At MSKCC, our comprehensive QA 
program begins with acceptance testing the MLC for IMRT and commissioning the 
parameters for the treatment planning system. In these pre-treatment stages, the 
relationship between leaf position and delivered fluence is established. Subsequently, 
routine MLC-specific QA and patient-specific QA ensure that the correct leaf sequences 
are accurately executed. In our implementation of IMRT we have clearly identified 
critical items at each step of the program for ensuring that the prescribed dose is 
delivered. 
 
 
Bill J. Salter 
 



The question, How much patient specific IMRT QA is enough?, in my opinion, begs the 
response, For what? Before we can determine how much QA is enough, we must first 
determine what our goal is. At our facility we have adopted the philosophy that the 
exhaustive commissioning and verification work performed on our Peacock system 
initially in 1996, and in subsequent years following any significant changes to the system, 
is enough to ascertain that the system, in general, works as promised. We view the patient 
specific QA that we routinely perform today for all patients, as required for IMRT 
reimbursement, as serving the purpose of continuing to validate the ongoing integrity of 
the system. As such, it has been our opinion that a single coronal plane film (i.e. oriented 
perpendicular to the planes of maximum intensity modulation for the Mimic) coupled 
with a MOSFET detector measurement within the high dose region, is generally 
sufficient to allow the detection of any dose related problems of significance. In fact, we 
find the film-measured dose to agree, in general, extremely well with predicted dose, 
provided that reasonable measures are undertaken to eliminate processor variation as a 
source of discrepancy. 
 


